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AN ORDINARY MONTHLY GENERAL MEETING OF THE ASIATIC SOCIETY 
WILL BE HELD ON MONDAY, 6th MAY, 2019 AT 5.00 P.M.

IN THE VIDYASAGAR HALL OF THE SOCIETY

MEMBERS ARE REQUESTED TO BE PRESENT

Agenda

1. Confirmation of the Minutes of the Ordinary Monthly General Meeting held on 1st April, 2019 at 5 p.m.
2. Exhibitions of presents made to the Society in April, 2019.
3. Notice of Intended Motion, if any, under Regulation 49(d).
4.  Matters of current business and routine matters for disposal under Regulation 49(f ).
5.  Consideration of Reports and Communications from the Council as per Regulation 49(g).
6.  The following paper will be read:
 "Mirra Alfassa : A Voice in Silence" by Partha Sarathi Bhattacharjee

   (S B Chakrabarti)
   General Secretary
The Asiatic Society
1, Park Street
Kolkata 700016
Dated the 18th day of April 2019

(S B Chakrabarti)
General Secretary
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Paper to be read

Mirra Alfassa : A Voice in Silence
Partha Sarathi Bhattacharjee*

*parthaart49@gmail.com

Blanche Rachel Mirra Alfassa (1878, 21st Feb.) 
1973, 17th Nov.) known to all as the ‘Mother’ 

of Sri Aurobindo Ashram, Pondicherry is a spiritual 
personality, born in Paris.

From her early hood, at about the age of seven or 
eight, the interest on drawing & painting within her 
emerged. She learnt oil painting & portrait making at 
the age of ten & twelve respectively, she also learnt 
aquarelle, gouache before being admitted to Julian 
Academy, in France.

In 1892 when she was in school, one of her 
charcoal paintings (Title: “Le Pont de Divonne”, 
The bridge on the river) was displayed at the 
International exhibition of “Blanc et Noir”, Paris. 
In the catalogue of this exhibition her name was 
mentioned as a student of “Mademoiselle Bricka”. 

Mirra joined Julian Academy, on the year 1893 
after successive completion of her school education 
and there, under the supervision of the renowned 
artist Gustav Moreau she studied & devoted herself 
next four years (1893-1897), eight hours per day 
to her artistic creation. After Julian Academy, she 

Early study, Oil on canvas. Signed and dated: Mirra 
Alfassa /1895. 59 x 44.5 cm. France.

Rabindranath Tagore. Brush & Ink. 18 x 10 cm. 1916. 
Japan
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continued her creation in her studio & on trip to 
countryside. On the year 1903-1905, back to back 
three years, six of her paintings were selected & 
displayed in the prestigious Salon “De la Societe 
National Des Beaux Art”. In this phase she was well 
acquainted Paris based front ranked artists, most 
of them were the artists of Impressionism & Post- 
Impressionism Art movement. Specifically she had 
a very close contact with Rodin, ‘Manet’, ‘Renoir,’ 
'Cezanne’ & ‘Henry Matisse’. During this phase her 
creations were influenced by Impressionistic & Post- 
Impressionistic art impact.

Generally, an artist became conscious gradually 
during their phase of creation and for a while they 

belonged at their higher mental state, but the 
path of the mother showed – to become conscious 
before the creation. When the fingers, hands, mind 
are enough conscious, they can find or express 
beauty, the truer beauty, the beauty of inner soul, 
the beauty behind the ordinary vision and this 
beauty is best fit to express the Divinity. Through this 
procedure artist can come into contact with Divine. 
To conclude our survey, we may say Mirra Alfassa 
alias ‘The Mother’, a follower of Rishi Aurobindo the 
greatest modern mystic reached the institutional 
level of consciousness. The Mother believed and 
propagated the philosophy of Aurobindo, written 
in “The Life Divine”. The heart of the philosophical 
system in a complex doctrine of spiritual evolution, 
of the movement of human soul from lower to higher 
forms of spiritual consciousness. Man must progress 
from the normal state of mental awareness to what 
Rishi Aurobindo called “Supermind”, the truth of 
consciousness, the real idea which knows itself and 
all that it becomes. The achievement of this state of 
the Mother’s divine life will lead into an enriched order 
of humanity. Through her creation we find a principle 
of harmony, peace, joy and above all unity. 

“Image of Buddha” (1920-1930) Oil on board.

Sleeping Woman : This painting is a fine work in the 
impressionist style. Oil on canvas. 65 x 65 cm. Signed: 

Mirra Alfassa. c. 1903-8. France.
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In Memoriam

Udham Sing, a boy of 20 
years old was among 

the thousands of people 
who had gathered at 
the Jallianwala Bagh 
on the fateful day of 
April 13th, 1919 to 
commemorate the 
a n n u a l  B a i s h a k h i 
Festival. The massacre 
scarred him like millions 
of Indians and he decided 
to take revenge by killing 
General Michael O' Dyer. 

After 21 years on March 13th, 
1940 Gaddarite Udham Singh shot General Michael 
O' Dyer at a meeting at Caxton Hall, London. Udham 
Singh did not flee from the spot and was arrested for 
the killing. During his trial, Udham Singh said he had 
waited 21 years to kill General Dyer who "Wanted to crash 
the spirit of my people, so I crashed him. I am happy that I have done the job. 
I am not scared of death. I am dying for my country. I have seen my people 
starving in India under the British rule. I have protested against this, it was 
my duty. What greater honour could be bestowed on me than death for the 
sake of my motherland? ".

On July 1940, Udham Singh was hanged. His 
mortal remains are preserved in Jallianwala Bagh.

dham Sing, a boy of 20 
years old was among 

the thousands of people 
who had gathered at 

scarred him like millions 
of Indians and he decided 
to take revenge by killing 
General Michael O' Dyer. 

After 21 years on March 13th, 

Bloody Baishakhi: 100 Years of Jallianwala Bagh Massacre 

A century ago on the day of Baishakhi Purnima (13th April 1919), Jallianwala Bagh Massacre was perpetrated by 
the British Government killing several hundred people and wounding many hundreds more.
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WE PAY OUR RESPECTFUL HOMAGE TO THE MARTYRS OF JALLIANWAL A BAGH MASSACRE

বিচারপবি তিামার বিচার করবি যারা
আজ তজবেবে এই জনিা
তিামার গুবির, তিামার ফাঁবির, বিামার কারাোবরর তপষণ 
শুধবি িারা ওজবন িা — এই জনিা।

...   ...   ...

িারা নিুন প্াবি প্াণ তপবেবে
িারা কু্বিরাবমর রবতে বিবজ প্াণ তপবেবে, প্াণ তপবেবে,
িারা জাবিোবনর রতেস্াবন প্াণ তপবেবে, প্াণ তপবেবে।
িারা ফাঁবির কাবে জীিন বিবে প্াণ তপবেবে,
গুবির ঘাবে কিবজ বেঁবে প্াণ তপবেবে, প্াণ তপবেবে,
প্াণ তপবেবে এই জনিা।

বনঃস্ব যারা িি্বহারা তিামার বিচাবর।
তিই বনপীবেি জনেবণর পাবের ধাবর।
ক্মা তিামাে চাইবি হবি, নাবমবে মাথা তহ বিধািা।
রতে বিবে শুধবি হবি নাবমবে মাথা তহ বিধািা।
বেক তজবনা িা— এই জনিা।
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Letter from Rabindranath Tagore to Lord Chelmsford, Viceroy of India,  
turned into a pamphlet of agitation politics in the streets of London
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Forthcoming Programmes

OUR MEMBERS OUR PRIDE

Professor Bela Bhattacharya 
receiving the Certificate of Honour 
awarded by the Honourable 
President of India and presented 
by the Honourable Vice-President 
of India on 4th April, 2019 for 
her outstanding contribution 
for the cause in Pali for the year 
2016.  Professor Bhattacharya 
is currently a Member of the 
Bibliotheca Indica Committee of 
the Asiatic Society.

Dr M Firoze  receiv ing  the 
Certificate of Honour awarded 
by the Honourable President 
of India and presented by the 
Honourable Vice- President of 
India on 4th April, 2019 for his 
outstanding contribution for the 
cause in Persian for the year 
2017.  Dr Firoze is currently the 
Joint Philological Secretary of the 
Asiatic Society.

Professor Badiur Rahman receiving 
the Certificate of Honour awarded 
by the Honourable President 
of India and presented by the 
Honourable Vice-President of 
India on 4th April, 2019 for his 
outstanding contribution for the 
cause in Arabic for the year 2018.  
Professor Rahman is currently 
a Member of the Bibliotheca 
Indica Committee and Academic 
Committee of the Asiatic Society.

8th Monthly Special Lecture 

Remembering Mahatma Gandhi
will be held on 10th May 2019  at  4.00  p.m.,  Vidyasagar Hall

Speaker :
Professor Ram Ahlad Choudhary, Head, Department of Hindi

University of Calcutta
Topic :

The Vision of Gandhi on Hindi Language and its Present Perspective

All are cordially invited
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From the Desk of the General Secretary

(S B Chakrabarti)
General Secretary

From 
Young Adults with Autism Reach-out 

(YAAR)

Dear Members and Well-wishers, let me place before you that we have been 
passing through a very auspicious phase at the moment starting with 

the beginning of many regional New Year Day as observed in West Bengal, 
Assam, Punjab, Kerala, Karnataka and so on. Three very important occasions 
also have fallen in this phase i.e. Mahabir Jayanti (17.04.2019), Good Friday 
(19.04.2019) and Buddha Purnima (18.05.2019). One can visualize the great 
religious syncretism that exists in the cultural horizon of this country. Let me 
wish to you all a very happy time.

Members may kindly note that in view of the declaration of Parliamentary 
election the Annual General Meeting and Awards Giving Ceremony which was 
scheduled on 6th May, 2019 has been rescheduled on 3rd June, 2019 Monday 
at 5 p.m. at the Vidyasagar Hall of the Asiatic Society, 1, Park Street, Kolkata 
700016. Sri Keshari Nath Tripathi, Hon'ble Governor of West Bengal and Patron 
of the Asiatic Society, has kindly consented to grace the occasion.

During the period under this desk report we had organized the annual 
presentations of the Research Fellows. We conducted three monthly Gandhi 
Memorial Lectures. The 6th, 7th and 8th lectures in the series were delivered by 
Dr. Supratim Das on 27.03.2019 on the topic “Look Back in Despair : Gandhi in 
2019”, Dr. Urvi Mukhopadhyay on 16.04.2019 on the topic “Gandhi and Cinema : 
Addressing the “Masses” and Professor Ram Ahlad Chowdhury on 10.05.2019 on 
the topic “The Vision of Gandhi on Hindi Language and Its Present Perspective”. 
An outreach seminar programme was organized in collaboration with Law 
Department of Assam University, Silchar during 5th and 6th April, 2019 on 
the Demographics of North East India. An unique programme was organized 
at our Salt Lake building on 9th April, 2019 on the occasion of the release of 
a seminar volume entitled ‘Understanding Autism’. The book was released 
by Dr. Kunal Sarkar, an eminent Cardiologist of the country. An exhibition of 
painting by the Autistic children was put up from 9th to 12th April, 2019 in 
collaboration with the Autistic Society, West Bengal.

Swachhata Pakhwada programme was observed for a fortnight from 16th 
April, 2019. A symposium was organized on the centenary of Jallianwala Bagh 
Massacre,  April 13, 1919 along with an exhibition displayed in the Library. A 
workshop on History of Science was organized between 22 and 26 April, 2019.
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TWO PAINTINGS IN ROUND FORMAT AT  
THE ASIATIC SOCIETY

Art Appreciation 

There are two oil-painting in the collection of the 
Asiatic Society, now displayed in the library and 

unlike the other paintings in the collection, are done 
on canvases in a complete round format having 
these 24 inches in diameter. One of the paintings 
under the title - “Choice of Hercules (Heracles)" as per 
the Accession-Register appears to be a misnomer. 
Looking back to the roots, we find the legends of 
Greek and Roman Mythology came down to the 
most popular chronicles from Homer’s Iliad and 
Odessy where Paris, youngest son of King Priam, 
was abandoned in the forest for some ominous fore-
telling by weeping Cassendra, Paris grew up to a most 
handsome young man, which ultimately led up to 
devastating war between Troy and Sparta.

In the story line one can observe the three 
Goddesses such as Venus, Minerva and Juno fell 
into a quarrel over the possession of the heavenly 
Apple and suddenly they found Paris, an extremely 
handsome young man sitting on a boulder of 
stone and came down to him for a judgement as 
to who should be owner of the fruit. All three of 
them offered attractive gifts for his personal favour. 
Goddess Minerva offered him best of wisdom, Juno 
offered unlimited wealth and Venus being the 
goddess of beauty offered him the most beautiful 
woman in the World as his wife in real life. Paris 
immediately fell back on her favour.

This episode inspired artists of name and fame to 
make paintings right from the period of renaissance 
up to the days Baroque and Peter Paul Rubes was 
the most illustrious artist to make 6/7 paintings 
on this subject with a little variation, among them 
most artistic and naturalistic works were named as 
‘Three Graces’, one of them was done in 1636 kept 
in London and the other is in Madrid in 1639. The 

actual passion of Rubens was to depict feminine 
beauty in pure and sublime order.

Painting I  :  Choice of Hercules –  as per the 
Register

The Painting I, under title ‘Choice of Hercules’ 
noted in the Society’s Register, perhaps by mistake. 
We know from various references that a painting 
was done by a renowned Baroque Painter, Annibale 
Carrocei during 1596 under the same title where 
Hercules is painted as the principle figure placed 
in the centre of the canvas, flanked by 2/3 ladies.

Therefore  it  is  obviously  clear  that  Painting 
No. I  titled  “Choice of Hercules”  should be titled as 
the “Judgement of Paris”where it is clearly shown 
that the apple is being handed over to Goddess 
Venus and the little Putto is standing below holding 
her left hand.

The Choice of Hercules is a painting by the Italian 
Baroque painter Annibale Carrocci, dating from 1596 
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and that has no relation with the said painting in 
Society’s collection.  It is housed in the Capodimonte 
Gallery of Naples.

Born in Bologna, the younger brother of 
Agostino and cousin of Ludovigo; the most gifted 
of the three, he formed with them the Bolognese 
Academy. His realism, based on Venetion painting, 
is anti-Mannerist, but unlike that of Caravaggio it is 
modified by a classical strain. He is most important 
for the work of his Roman period in which he 
introduced the classical line, carried on in the 17th 
century by Domenichino.

Carrocci went to Rome in 1595, invited by Cardinal 
Odoardo Farnese, for the ceiling of his camerino in 
his family’s palace. The work is considered one of 
Carrocci’s master works for its balanced rendering 
of an ideal, graphically influenced by the artist’s 
contact with Michael Angelo’s Sistine Chapel frescos 
and Rome’s Classical remains, such as the Farnese 
Hercules of the Laocoon group.

A vigorous and plastic Hercules is depicted 
with two women fanning him, who represent the 
opposite destinies which life could reserve him 
: on the left Virtue is calling him to the hardest 
path leading to glory through hardship, while the 
second, a woman with worldly pleasures, the easier 
path is enticing him to voice. Behind Hercules is a 
palm, which, through the leaves and the branches 
(a symbol of military victory and fame) hints to 
Hercules‘ future heroic life. At the top of the hardest 
path is Hercules reward, Pegasus. He was in Naples 
in 1609 but returned to Rome, where he died.

Painting II : Judgement of Paris

The Judgement of Paris is a story from Greek 
mythology, which was one of the events that led up 
to the Trojan War and to the foundation of Rome. The 
subject was favoured by painters of red-figure Greek 
pottery as early as 6th century B.C., and remained 
popular in Greek and Roman art, before enjoying a 
significant revival, as an opportunity to show three 
female nudes in the Renaissance period.

The story tells us that Zeus held a banquet in 

celebration of the marriage of Peleus and Thetis. 
However, Eris, goddess of discord was not invited, 
for it was believed she would have made the party 
unpleasant for everyone. Angered by this snub, Eric 
arrived at the celebration with a golden apple from 
the Garden of the Hesperides, which she threw into 
the proceedings as a prize of beauty.

Painting No. II : Judgement of Paris

Three goddesses claimed the apple : Hera, 
Athena and Aphrodite. They asked Zeus to judge 
which of them was fairest, and eventually her 
reluctant to favour any claim herself, declared that 
Paris, a Trojan mortal, would judge their cases, for 
he had recently shown his exemplary fairness in 
a contest in which Ares in bull form had bested 
Paris’s own prize bull, and the shepherd-prince had 
unhesitatingly awarded the prize to the god.

Thus it happened that, with Hermes as their 
guide, the three candidates bathed in the spring 
of Ida, then confronted Paris on Mount Ida in the 
climatic moment is the crux of the tale. After failing 
to judge their beauty with their clothing, the three 
goddesses stripped nude to convince Paris of their 
worthyness. While Paris inspected them, each 
attempted with her powers to bribe him; Hera 
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offered to make him King of Europe and Asia, Athena 
offered wisdom and skill in war, and Aphrodite, who 
had the Charity and the Horai to enhance her charms 
with flowers and songs, offered the world’s most 
beautiful woman. This was Helen of Sparta, wife of 
the Greek King Menelaus. Paris accepted Aphrodite’s 
gift and awarded the apple to her, receiving Helen 
as well as the enmity of the Greeks and especially 
of Hera. The Greek’s expedition to retrieve Helen 
from Paris in Troy is the mythological basis of the 
Trojan War.

The story of the Judgement of Paris naturally 
offered artists the opportunity to depict a sort of 
beauty contest between three beautiful female 
nudes, but the myth, at least since Euripides, 
rather concerns a choice among the gifts that each 
goddess embodies. The bribery involved is ironic 
and late ingredient.

The subject became popular in art from the late 
Middle Ages onwards. All three goddesses were 
usually shown nude, though in ancient art only 
Aphrodite is ever unclotthed. The opportunity for 
three female nudes was a large part of the attraction 
of the subject. As a subject for easel paintings, it was 
more common in Northern Europe. This was painted 
frequently by academic artists of 19th century, and 

less often by their more progressive contemporaries  
such as Renoir and Cezanne. Later artists who have 
painted the subject include Andre Shote, Enrique 
Simonate and Salvador Dali.

The painting no. II is titled as ‘Judgement of 
Paris’ as per the official Accession Register is also 
a misconception of understanding. Here we see in 
the painting two women in unmannerly dress and 
attire on either side of the central figure are all in a 
fighting mood, the woman in blue clothing is trying 
to snatch something from the woman in blue and 
red clothing cannot considered as three graces, 
neither any frace of Paris is visible in the painting. 
But the handling of colour, brushing of oil paints 
and the style of application is quite praiseworthy 
and painterly. The painting should be cleaned and 
renovated properly. After all it reminds us of its high 
tradition of the West in the field of oil painting.

Conclusion

Coming back to our own possession of oil 
paintings, we have cautiously and judiciously search 
into our register, the actual date of the painting, 
actual date of accession, whether they are gifts, 
donations or purchased etc.

 Somnath Mukherjee Isha Mahammad

Art Appreciation 
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Professor Romila Thapar delivering her speech on the 
2nd day of the conference on "Interface with Regions 

and Religions in Punjab : Pre-modern Period"

The Asiatic Society had organised a two-day 
International Seminar on ‘Religions and Regions 
in Indian History’ on March 26-27, 2019. The 
Seminar included several sessions in which the 
role of religions, regions and their interaction 
in shaping Indian history, especially in terms of 
identity formation, has been discussed. In the 
inaugural session, after the Welcome Address by 
Professor Arun Bandopadhyay, the Historical and 
Archaeological Secretary of the Asiatic Society, Dr. 
Kanad Sinha of the Sanskrit College and University, 
one of the co-ordinators, had introduced the theme 
of the Seminar. He had pointed out how the study 
of religions and regions have become even more 
important in recent times when the multireligious 
pluralist character of Indian culture is facing 
constant threats from forces claiming a monolithic 
unitary idea of ultranationalism and enforcing 
religious essentialization. Professor Subhas Ranjan 
Chakraborty, the Vice-President of the Asiatic 

Society, had delivered the Presidential Address in 
which he had outlined the scope and relevance of 
the issue, while also pointing out the pioneering 
role the Asiatic Society had played in the study of 
religions and regions in Indology. In his Keynote 
Address, Professor Kunal Chakrabarti had set the 
Seminar on course by tracing the history of Bengal’s 
emergence as a region through the religious process 
of Brahmanisation, contrasting it with the case of 
other regions – with their own distinct religious 
profiles – such as Odisha and Maharashtra.

 

(L–R) Professor Sally J Sutherland Goldman, University 
of California, Berkeley,  Dr. Naina Dayal and Professor 
Nupur Dasgupta in the session on " Religions in the 

Early India"

The Plenary Address of the Seminar was 
delivered by Professor Robert P. Goldman of 
the University of Berkeley, California. In a highly 
interesting presentation, he had pointed out how 
the idea of regions surfaces even in classical Sanskrit 
texts – such as the Ramayana, the Mahabharata, 
K al idasa’s  Raghuvamsha  and Vatsyayana’s 
Kamasutra, usually considered supra-regional in 

Religions and Regions in 
Indian History

Society, had delivered the Presidential Address in 
which he had outlined the scope and relevance of 

Academic Events
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their nature. Goldman traced the regional profiling 
of the subcontinent in such texts, often imbued 
with an erotic charge, sensualising and feminising 
the regional organisation of the subcontinent in ‘a 
cartography of desire’.

The academic sessions started after the lunch. 
The first session dealt with the writing of regional 
histories. Professor Ranabir Chakravarti, who has 
retired from the Jawaharlal Nehru University, focused 
on the question of sub-regions in writing regional 
history. He showed how Early Bengal emerged as a 
region through the gradual process of five separate 
sub-regions coming together. Professor Kumkum 
Roy of the JNU, could not attend the Seminar, 
but had sent her paper which was read out by Dr. 
Naina Dayal. It dealt with the immensely important 
question of how students can be introduced to 
the idea of a region, while reading Indian history, 
through an analysis of NCERT text-books.

Dr. Kanad Sinha introducing the theme of the 
Seminar. On the dais (L–R) Professor Subhas Ranjan 

Chakraborty, Professor Arun Bandopadhyay and 
Professor Kunal Chakrabarti

The concluding session of the first day was on the 
religions in early India. Professor Sally J Sutherland 
Goldman, of the University of California, Berkeley, 
had contextualized the Putreshti, a rite performed 
for obtaining male offspring, in its textual-historical 
location to understand the role and meaning of this 
rite – little heard of outside its famous occurrence in 
the Ramayana – in the early Brahmanical world. Dr. 
Naina Dayal, of the St. Stephen’s College, Delhi, had 

chosen the figure of Krishna Dvaipayana Vyasa, the 
famous author of the Mahabharata, also known as 
Kanha Dipayana in the early Buddhist tradition, to 
point out the differences as well as similarities in how 
the asceticism of the same figure has been portrayed 
in two different and competing religious traditions.

The second day of the Seminar began with a 
session on the intersection of religion and region 
in early Indian history. Professor Romila Thapar, 
professor emerita at the JNU, had discussed the 
unique interface of religion and region in the 
geopolitical zone of undivided Punjab, from the 
Rigvedic times up to the emergence of Sikhism, 
and questioned the notion of compartmentalised 
religious identities in regions where religious 
processes have often been fluid. Professor 
Shonaleeka Kaul, of JNU, showed how the formation 
of the identity of Kashmir as a region can be charted 
out from Kalhana’s Rajatarangini and other Sanskrit 
and Kashmiri texts, especially focusing on the use 
of religious motifs and symbols in the process. Dr. 
Bharati Jagannathan, of the Miranda House College, 
demonstrated, through a study of reported disputes 
between Ramanuja and his masters/disciples, how 
the Shrivaishnava community of early medieval and 
medieval Tamil Nadu constructed itself as a distinct 
system in which the venerated and authoritative 
preceptors could be perceived simultaneously as 
semi-divine as well as all-too-human.

Professor Suchandra Ghosh and Professor Abdul 
Momin Chowdhury in the session of "Religions and 

Regions in Mediaeval India"
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In the following session, both the co-ordinators 
of the Seminar spoke on the interface of region 
and religion in early medieval Bengal. Professor 
Suchandra Ghosh, of the University of Calcutta, dealt 
with the interaction between Buddhism and Islam 
in southeastern Bengal where mercantile network, 
rather than agrarian change, might have been more 
important in the process of Islamicisation. Dr. Kanad 
Sinha spoke on the peculiar pattern of royal patronage 
to religions in Early Medieval Bengal, arguing that the 
kings of the Pala and Chandra dynasties – being part 
of the laity – had a blurred religious identity rather 
than a compartmentalised sectarian affiliation, which 
made them choose the Buddha as their personal/
family deity despite adhering to Brahmanical rituals 
and notions of kingship.

Even though discussions on identity and origin 
often tend to focus more on the early historical 
period, historical process – including religious and 
regional identities – are not static. Therefore, the 
post-lunch sessions of the Seminar carried on the 
discussion to the medieval and modern periods. 
In the session on religions and regions in medieval 
India, Professor Abdul Momin Chowdhury, who 
has retired from the Dhaka University, revisited the 
question of Islamization of Bengal and its possible 

reasons, since it was the region where the greater 
part of the population had embraced Islam – unlike 
other parts of the Indian subcontinent, which also 
came under Muslim political authority. Chowdhury 
also noted the unique character of Islam in Bengal, 
which was quite different from its orthodox and 
puritan forms. Dr. Radha Das, of the Gauhati 
University, had presented a paper on how the 
institutionalization and spread of Vaishnavism in 
medieval Assam, known as Mahapurushiya Dharma, 
depended on mechanisms and devices rooted in the 
local regional culture and politics.

In the concluding session, two research scholars 
presented their findings on understanding modern 
Bengal as a region. Dr. Neha Chatterji, a Post-
doctoral Fellow at Manipal Centre for Humanities, 
showed from a study of lower caste dissent and 
conversations with Puranic religion in twentieth 
century Bengal to question the oppositional 
binary between the Brahmanical and the ‘folk’ and 
argues for a unique, regional ‘Puranic process’ in 
which the ‘folk’, with creative cross-pollination with 
Brahmanism and Puranic mediation, had constituted 
the Bengali regional tradition which might not 
be Brahmanical in its essential content. Suvajit 
Halder, a PhD researcher from JNU, had outlined 
the emergence of the idea of ‘Bengali cuisine’ 
through the study of the earliest Bengali cook-
books. Professor Suchandra Ghosh had delivered 
the vote of thanks at the end of the Seminar, while 
Dr. Satyabrata Chakrabarti – the General Secretary of 
the Asiatic Society – had addressed the participants 
in the concluding session. 

Professor Robert P. Goldman, William and Catherine 
Professor of Sanskrit, University of California, 

Berkeley  delivering Plenary Address 
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Treasures of Human Knowledge in the Asiatic Society 
Showcased at Gauhati

Outreach Programme  NER

A five day exhibition on Time Past and Time Present : 
Treasures of Human Knowledge in the Asiatic Society 

was organised jointly by the Department of History, 
Gauhati University and The Asiatic Society, Kolkata in 
which various documents, photographs, paintings 
etc were displayed for public view. It was held at 
A.T. Seminar Hall in the Gauhati University campus. 

The inaugural session was held at the PD Hall of G.U. 
Professor (Retd.) M K Chaudhury, Education Adviser to 
the Chief Minister of Assam and former Vice-Chancellor 
of Tezpur University attended the opening session 
as Chief Guest. Professor L Chaudhury, VC (I/C) of 
Gauhati University was in the chair. Dr. S B Chakrabarti, 
General Secretary of the Asiatic Society was present 
as the Guest of Honour. Professor J B Bhattacharjee, 
Former VC of Assam University, was the guest speaker. 
Professor N G Mahanta, Registrar I/C, GU and Professor 
Rajib Handique, Head of the Department, History were 
also present.

The programme was attended by many senior 
academicians from the region such as Professor 
(Retd.) A C Bhagabati, Former VC of Rajiv Gandhi 
University, Professor (Retd.) P M Passah, Professor 
(Retd.) Ashok Goswami, Professor (Retd.) Shiela 

Bora, Professor (Retd.) 
R Kalita, Professor Amit 
C h o u d h u r y,  D i re c to r, 
IDOL, GU, Dr. Dilip Kalita, 
Director, ABILAC. Faculty 
members and students of 
various departments of GU 
were also present in the 
inaugural session.

An  e d i te d  vo l u m e 
titled Emerging Areas in 
North-East India Studies by 
Professor J B Bhattacharjee 
was released by Professor 
M K Chaudhury, the Chief 

Guest.  Another volume on K K Handique Memorial 
Lectures, organised regularly by the Asiatic Society, 
was also released. 

After the end of the opening session Professor 
(Retd.) M K Chaudhury, cut the ribbon and opened 
the exhibition for public view. 

On the second day of the exhibition, a prize-
money quiz competition on History and Heritage 
of India was organised in the P D Hall. In total, 26 
teams from various institutions from Guwahati 
and outside participated in the event. Besides 
educational institutes, some independent teams 
also participated. Out of them, eight teams were 
selected for final round out of which the following 
teams won the first, second and third prize.
 

 z S y e d  B u r h a n u r  R a h m a n  a n d  S o u v i k 
Bhattacharya, Gauhati High Court

 z Dilip Sarma and Sandipan Pathak 
 z Rupankar Nandi and Bishwayan Bhattacharjee, 

Gauhati Medical College

The quiz was conducted by Jyotishmaan Gogoi, 
Research Scholar, Department of Mathematics, 
Gauhati University. 

Professor (Retd.) M K Chaudhury, Education Adviser to the Chief Minister of Assam 
and former Vice-Chancellor of Tezpur University delivering his speech  

before the august audience 
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The exhibition remained open for public viewing 
up to 4 pm on 29th March 2019. During those 
five days, the exhibition attracted visitors from 
different walks of life. Besides faculty and student’s 
community of Gauhati University, the exhibition was 
attended by many from IIT Guwahati, Royal Global 
University, Cotton University, TISS Guwahati Centre, 
Pandu College, LCB College etc. 

In the closing session, Shri Jishnu Baruah, IAS, 
Additional Chief Secretary of Assam attended 
the closing session as the Chief Guest. Dr. Mridul 

Professor M K Chaudhury  releasing the edited 
volume titled Emerging Areas in North-East India 

Studies ed. by Professor J B Bhattacharjee. In his left 
Professor J B Bhattacharjee releasing the volume on 
K K Handique Memorial Lectures edited by Professor 

Nabanarayan Bandyopadhyay

Professor Tapati Mukherjee, Library Secretary, The Asiatic Society addressing the audience on the concluding day 
of the Exhibition.

Viewers in the Exhibition Hall

Hazarika, Vice-Chancellor of Gauhai University was 
in the chair. Professor (Retd.) Tapati Mukherji, Library 
Secretary of the Asiatic Society and Former VC of 
SKB University was present as Guest of Honour. 
Dr. Topi Basar, Associate Professor, National Law 
University and Judicial Academy of Assam spoke on 
Future Traditional Knowledge, Community Intellectual 
Property Right and Law as guest speaker.  Faculty 
members and students of various departments 
of GU were also present. Professor N G Mahanta, 
Registrar I/C, GU and Professor Rajib Handique, Head 
of the Department, History were also present. Faculty 
members and students of various departments of 
GU were also present. 

The exhibition was coordinated by Dr. Uttam 
Bathari, Associate Professor, Department of History, 
Gauhati University. Shri Kuldeep Patowary, Assistant 
Professor, Department of History, GU was the 
Coordinator of the event. 
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Brief Report on Two-Day 
National Seminar

A Two -Day  Nat ional 
Seminar on “Demographics 
of the North-east Region of 
India”  was  organised jointly 
by  Deshabandhu Chittaranjan 
School of Legal Studies, Assam 
University, Silchar and The 
Asiatic Society, Kolkata  on 5 
and 6 April, 2019. The venue of 
the seminar was Bipin Chandra 
Pal Auditorium, Assam University, Silchar. In the 
Inaugural Session of the seminar  held on 5 April, 
2019 , the Welcome Address was delivered by Dr. 
Satyabrata Chakrabarti, General Secretary, The 
Asiatic Society, Kolkata, the seminar theme was 
introduced by  Seminar Coordinator Professor 
Sumanash Dutta, Assam University, Professor 
Laishram Ladu Singh, Vice-Chancellor, Bodoland 
University, Assam  was the Chief Guest, Professor 
Archana Sharma, Gauhati University and Mr. 
Arindam Mukherjee, MAKAIAS, Kolkata were the 
Guests of Honour. in the session. The session was 
presided over by Professor Dilip Chandra Nath, Vice-
Chancellor, Assam University.

After the Inaugural Session, Professor Laishram 
Ladu Singh delivered the Key Note Address. In his  
address, he elaborately explained the problems 
of Northeast in the area of population, health, 
education and methodological issues concerning 
research in the area of demographics of Northeast 
India.

In the Plenary sessions, invited speakers  
Professor Dibyajyoti Bhattacharjee, Assam University, 

Professor Archana Sharma, Gauhati University, Mr. 
Shantanu Naik, Sr. Advocate, Silchar and Professor 
Pranay Jyoti Goswami  delivered talk on the theme 
and sub-themes of the seminar. The plenary 
sessions were chaired by Professor Sumanash Dutta, 
Professor M. K. Sinha, Assam University. The seminar 
held three technical sessions in which around forty 
research papers were presented  covering theme 
and almost all  sub-themes of the seminar. The 
technical sessions were chaired by Dr. Satyabrata 
Chakrabarti, Professor R. Balakrishnan and Professor 
Projit Palit, Assam University.

The valedictory  function of the seminar  was 
held at 6-30 pm on 6 April, 2019. It was presided 
over by Dr. Satyabrata Chakrabarti, the dignitaries 
present in the podium were Professor Archana 
Sharma, Professor Projit Palit as Guest of Honour, 
Professor Sumanash Dutta, Coordinator and Dr. P. 
P.  Paul, Jt. Coordinator .

The seminar was attended by large number 
of academicians, researchers and people having 
interest in the demographics of Northeast.

Demographic Aspects of NER  
Discussed at the National Seminar
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Heritage Matters

VICTOR HUGO'S NOTRE DAME RAVAGED

Notre Dame of Paris Cathedral, which is considered to be one of the finest examples of French Gothic 
architecture built in the 12th and 13th centuries was ravaged by an extensive fire on 15th April 2019. 

It is the most visited historic monument not only for Paris but for all the world. The Cathedral is visited by 
about 30000 people a day and around 13 million people per year. 

The last time the Cathedral suffered major damage was during the French Revolution. It survived two 
world wars largely unscathed. It  is expected that the Cathedral could be rebuilt by five or six years.

Soon after the publication, 
in 1831, of Victor Hugo's 

novel Notre-Dame de Paris 
(in English The Hunchback of 
Notre Dame) popular interest in 
this Cathedral flourished. 

Readers of Bengali language 
of older generation could still 
cherish the Bengali version 
of the book translated by 
Paresh Chandra Sengupta and 
published by Deb Sahitya Kutir 
in 1958.



Heritage Matters

The Asiatic Society in association with Autism Society West Bengal & Mental 
Health Foundation released the book entitled ‘Understanding Autism 

Through the Lens of Parents and Professionals’ edited by Dr. Subir Kumar Dutta 
and Dr. Mitu De on 9th April, 2019 at the Gallery 1, at the Rajendralala Mitra 
Bhavan of the Asiatic Society in Salt Lake. Welcome address was given by Dr 
Satyabrata Chakrabarti, General Secretary, The Asiatic Society. The book was 
released by Dr Kunal Sarkar, eminent cardiologist. Book discussion was made 
by Ms. Indrani Basu, the Director of Autism Society West Bengal and Dr J. R. 
Ram, eminent psychiatrist and co-founder of the Mental Health Foundation. 
The President of The Asiatic Society, Professor Isha Mahammad inaugurated an 
exhibition showcasing the artwork of artists with autism. Vote of thanks was 
given by Dr Sujit Kumar Das, Treasurer of The Asiatic Society. The exhibition 
was open to the general public on 10th & 11th April, 12 noon to 6 pm. 

Of late society has become aware of several disorders and marginalised 
groups. Society wants to give support to these groups but often cannot 
understand how. Knowledge helps in understanding. It is hoped that this 
book will provide an insight to the myriad aspects of autism and aid in 
understanding Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). The book aims to enable 
all to see each person with ASD for the person they are, and not for what we 
think their diagnosis means. The exhibition of the artwork would also offer a 
glimpse of the perspective of these artists. It is hoped that the both the book 
and the exhibition would help society to see these young adults having valued 
roles as artists in the society. 
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Understanding Autism Through the 
Lens of Parents and Professionals
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Message from Dr. Subir Kumar Dutta,
Co-editor of the book Understanding 
Autism Through the Lens of Parents 
and Professionals

I am grateful to our 
President, Professor 

I s h a  M a h a m m a d ; 
General Secretary, Dr. 
Satyabrata Chakrabarti; 
Treasurer,  Dr.  Suj i t 
Das; and Publication 
S e c r e t a r y ,  D r . 
Ramkrishna Chatterjee 
and other staff of the 
Society, who permitted 
me to edit this volume.

This compilation is based mainly on the 
proceedings of a 2-day international conference on 
Autism Spectrum Disorder – Life in the Mainstream, 
hold on 15 and 16 December 2016, jointly organised 
by the Asiatic Society and ASWB & MHF Kolkata.

This type of conference is first of its kind in 
WB, where the focus of conference was on adults 
with ASD. ASD is a complex life-long neuro- 
developmental disorder, characterised by triad 
of impairment – social communication – social 
integration and impairments in imaginations.

The term ‘spectrum’ refers to wide variation in 
challenges in each one with autism.

Companies are finding out that adults with 
autism can be good employee and by nature they 
are honest and love to work.

Ms. Indrani Basu, Dr. Mitu De and workers in 
this field from abroad, along with self advocates 
participated in the presentation.

It is a happy coincidence that the Parliament 
passed “Rights of Persons With Disabilities” – RPWD 
– 2016, 16 December.

Autism has been officially recognised as a 
disability in India.

Book Release and Exhibitions

Dr. Kunal Sarkar Talked About Five 
Differently Abled Geniuses

Dr.  Kunal Sarkar , 
t h e  e m i n e n t 

c a r d i a c  s u r g e o n , 
formally released the 
book Understanding 
Autism Through the 
Lens of Parents and 
Professionals edited 
by Dr.  Subir Kumar 
Dutta and Dr. Mitu De 
and published by the 

Asiatic Society. In his address Dr. Sarkar delivered a 
captivating and inspiring speech in which he gave 
examples of a few famous personalities,--all with 
severe autistic / behavioural disorders yet, each 
one of them made great contributions to human 
knowledge.  Dr. Sarkar began his speech paying  
homage to Sir William Jones (1746-1794), the 
founder of the Asiatic Society by noting that the 
British polymath in the eighteenth century, who 
lived only forty seven years, was master of twenty 
languages and he wrote exhaustively in seven out 
of them.

During the same period, he mentioned, the 
creative talents of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
(1756-1791), the celebrated Austrian music 
composer living only for thirty-five years, blossomed. 
Mozart had every certified behavioural disorder. He 
was considered a sociopath. He even could not 
converse in a suitable way. But Mozart left behind 
his brilliance for the world to see. Dr. Sarkar then 
referred   to following four other such geniuses.

Dr. Samuel Johnson (1709-1784), the great 
literary critic of English literature and Lexicographer 
was ‘arguably the most distinguished man of letters 
in English history’. He worked painstakingly for long 
eight years to write down every single word in the 
English language and produced ‘A Dictionary of the 
English Language’ which was innovative in English 
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lexicography in many ways and the most commonly 
used and imitated for the hundred and fifty years 
between its first publication and the Oxford English 
Dictionary in 1928.

Johnson had considerable behavioural disorder 
and was considered a social misfit. He had deafness 
in one ear and blindness in one eye. Had gout and 
serious Tourette syndrome (autistic),--a disease only 
diagnosed after two hundred years of Johnson’s 
death.

Nikola Tesla (1856-1943), a Serbian American 
inventor, had severe behavioural disorder. He 
even could not open the door and communicate 
with anybody face to face. He never slept more 
than two hours per night. Nevertheless, he had a 
photographic memory and was a polyglot speaking 
eight languages.

Tesla invented the Alternative current, 
induction motor, poly phase system and wireless 
communication, all of which revolutionized the 
advancement of human civilization.

Werner Forssmann (1904-1979), was a young 
German medical practitioner in the twentieth 
century.  Any kind of heart surgery on a living 
human being was banned at that time for the fear 
that such an intrusion into the heart would be fatal. 
Forssmann, without the permission of the hospital 
authorities, and with the help of his girl friend (a 
nurse), experimented with cardiac catheterization 
on his own heart which became a success. The 
invention of this procedure in 1929 opened the 
gate for many more advances in heart surgery. 
Forssmann was the first surgeon who was awarded 
the Nobel Prize in Medicine in 1956 for developing 
a procedure that allowed cardiac catheterization. 
Ironically enough, Forssmann died of heart failure.

Frossmann was ‘a certified mad, a certified  
behaviourally unstable’  and was  chucked out of 
the hospital he worked in never to practise medicine 
ever.

Alexis Carrel (1873-1944), a French surgeon 
and biologist, was the son of a single parent and 

Book Release and Exhibitions

In the Dais (L-R) Professor Satyabrata Chakrabarti, Dr. Kunal Sarkar and Professor Isha Mahammad 
releasing the book
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was brought up by his mother in dire poverty. She, 
however, managed to send him to a medical school 
and Carrel became a doctor. He keenly observed 
his mother repairing torn clothes day and night to 
make a living and thought of applying the skill of 
stitching clothes to vascular surgery. He later made 
pioneering contribution to cardio vascular surgery 
by inventing the technique of stitching on the heart, 
stitching on the blood vessels. He invented the 
vascular suturing techniques and the first perfusion 
pump with Charles Lindbergh opening the way to 
organ transplantation. Carrel was awarded the Nobel 
Prize in Medicine in 1912.

Alexis Carrel was a ‘certified behavioural and 
social isolate’. 

All the above examples show that we learnt a lot 
from people who did not conform to the so-called 
standards of normality.

Dr. Sarkar felt that ‘we have a long way to go’. 
Addressing the devoted workers in the field of 
autism and behavioural disorder, Dr. Sarkar said,  “I 
really envy the  work of people who are working in 
the area and in this domain, because you have no 
quick fix ECG, no Echocardiogram, no Angiography 
to give you the diagnosis at the tip of the finger. You 
have a tool to look into the human brain, you have a 
tool to look into the soul of a person. And that is the 
tool of human empathy, it is the tool of love, it is the 

tool of care with every person who is dealing with 
these children with behavioural problems. When 
you diagnose  somebody with autism or behavioural 
problem, it should not be a mere statistic. You are not 
looking at a statistic, but you are looking at a valued 
life, and every valued life is like a little flower in a 
garden which needs to be looked after and which 
needs to be nurtured. Because in that society which 
looks after the last child with problems, that will 
truly respect its demographic dividend. And that 
should be the way forward for a civilized nation. We 
as the lay people on this side, remain in debt with 
workers as those in the Asiatic Society and others 
who provide the platform for this kind of research 
and publication. We remain in debt of the people 
like Professor Dutta and Professor De who took 
great pains in compiling the proceedings of the 
seminar in this volume. May more such work, more 
such academic chronicles be published from the 
Asiatic Society because we can only enrich ourselves 
with knowledge, and look after these people, look 
after these children well with all the care and all the 
love we give them. Because who knows, there is a 
Mozart, there is a Johnson, there is a Tesla, there is 
a Forssmann and there is a Carrel, — to emerge out 
of them”.

Transcribed by Professor  Alok Kanti Bhaumik

Book Release and Exhibitions

Master Abhisekh offering the bouquet to Dr. Kunal 
Sarkar

Master Amitabha rendering opening song
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Space for Research Fellow

Dr. Sampan Chakrabarty*

Folklore is generally a part of people’s attitude 
to life and self-expression. There are different 

areas of folklore where variety of forms and 
folkloristic approaches are expressed. The 
moral or ethical teaching is universal but 
the expression of forms are different. The 
culture of different parts of the world folk-
literature, consists of different material traits, 
special systems and 
social identities. The 
units forming each 
of them are entirely 
different in the case 
of each nation. This 
distinguishing units 
are called as ‘cultural 
trait’ in anthropology. 
It is an isolating and 
distinguishing unit of 
culture which is an 
intimate assemblage 
of certain actions, sentiments and attitudes. 
Through the assessment of these traits, came 
the idea of Type and Motif indexing to analyse 
folktales with certain common characteristics, 
which are spread worldwide. As known, Stith 
Thompson along with Antti Aarne, made 
the troublesome and huge literary work on 
the motif and type index on folk narratives. 
Otherwise, Stith Thompson made his great 
academic analyses on several other folk 
narratives which are popular all over the 
world1.

Now, the plurality of cultures and subcultures 

that composed Indian civilization, also and that 
has reflected in the narratives of folk literature 
found in India. Indian folktales are abound with 
unique motifs and types. In the Indian tradition 
oral literature shaped into written literature in such 
a massive way it has somehow became difficult to 
identify the oral from the written and vice-versa. 
Here, classical literature and folk literature co-exist 
and exchange processes between these two are ever 
going. The Indian fables have a deep ethical and 

moral lesson underlying 
in all creations of fancy. 
Herbert Risley, working 
on India’s folk beliefs and 
the environment behind 
the folk-psychological 
world, thinks that the 
lone concept behind India’s 
animism is ‘Power’ behind 
everything2. The Folktales 
of India generally has 
t w o  e n v i r o n m e n t s 
of the natural and the 
supernatural world. The 

structure of the supernatural world varies greatly 
with reference to cultural experiences of people. In 
the stories, the supernatural can be malevolent or 
supportive both. It can come in different forms like; 
harmful animals or human or beings named as 
‘Rakkhas-Khokkas’ or ‘Ogre-Demons’. In India, the 
worship of the dark or black faced characters are 
thus, so significant and important.

With this pre-context, folk-literature throughout 
the world portrays some of the animal characters 
as malicious or ominous one. The concept of snake 
in culture and its impact of somewhat negative 
attribution is therefore mostly related with Snakes 
and literature related to its behavioural aspect 
has a unique approach in folk-literature around 
it. The Snake, generally, portrays the venomous 
and negative; as Snakes, by virtue or vice, are 

Some unique Beliefs and interpretations on Serpent-
Cult reflected through Indian Folk-Literature

* Research Fellow, Folklore and Culture
The Asiatic Society, Kolkata.
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immensely revengeful. They are also used in the 
erotic images. Serpent in dreams, always assumes 
birth of a male child in the family. According 
to Indian beliefs, Serpent-Demons live in the 
‘seven- Patals’, stratified below the Earth surface, 
enchanted by magic and sur-realist environment. 
Thus the hidden Snakes possess the power of live-
giving fertility concept. The very popular story from 
‘Thakurmar Jhuli: Sukhu-Dukhu’ comes with the 
deep conception of this fertility cult. The mother 
of the moon in the story, could give the idea of 
reminiscence of the old matriarchal order of society, 
who protects the heroines i.e. Sukhu and Dukhu, 
and considers their entrance from childhood to 
womanhood. ‘Sukhu’ disobeys her instructions 
and gets a horrifying punishment. The step-sister 
of Dukhu, rather than getting a prince to marry, 
gets a huge Serpent as black as the night, which 
swallows up Sukhu and she dies3.

In some parts of Bengal, snakes are believed 
to have possession on the soul of some deceased 
members of the family. They are supposed to live 
within the premises of the family household and are 
called as ‘Bāstu-�hākur’ or ‘Bāstu-sāp’. The snakes 
are generally considered to be the guardians of 
hidden treasure. Ancient India also associated the 
snake or the ‘Nāgas’ as keeper of hidden treasure. 
The reason could be that snakes live within and 
under the earth-soil. The snake has the ability to 
throw off their old skin, primitive men took this 
unuttered process as the concept of rejuvenation. 
This led the idea of assumption that snakes are 
immortal. Thus came the idea where snakes were 
thought that they protect the treasures buried 
with the dead. Snakes are basically the protector 
of the treasures or the guardians. In the Indian 
folktales, snake wearing a precious jewel in its 
head, is a popular stock subject. It could sometimes, 
metamorphosed into a beautiful youth; it equals the 
treasure of seven kings. It can be hidden or secured 
only by cow dung or horse dung being thrown over it, 
and if it is acquired, the serpent dies. References for 
these astonishing use of the protector serpent can be 
found in several Bengali folktales like ‘Phakirc÷nd’, 
‘The birth of the rubies’ by Lalbehari Dey and 
‘Pātāl-Kanyā Maƒimālā’ by Dakshinaranjan Mitra 
Majumder etc4,5. There are also concept of speaking 

and understanding animal’s language by eating the 
flesh of some snake, more especially it’s heart. The 
story is of a heath-Snake, which is mythical creature, 
which, like the dragon, had a particular affinity for 
Gold; a piece of Gold, if laid under it would multiply 
and the serpent would grow of the same rate, so that 
it soon would become a menacing monster6. The 
folk-belief regarding Snakes are that, they only obey 
two things in earth; incantations and magic. Oral 
tradition of the principal Bengali serpent legends 
produced a rich literature in the form of narrative 
poetry as ‘Manasā-ma„gal’ during medieval period 
of literary history in Bengal. Besides this, in Bengali 
oral literature there are a number of idioms where 
the Snakes are taken as unholy creature. There is 
an idiom called ‘Sāp-H÷]i’ which means an earthen 
vessel filled in with snakes. The story behind it 
would be – women, who are ill tempered is compared 
to an earthen pot filled with hissing sound of living 
snakes. In speech and mind, she always contains 
venomous reactions. All this kind of examples which 
deals with the negative or rather mysterious parts 
of human nature and habitat are basically related 
with the identifying characteristics of certain animal 
identity depicted in Indian folk-beliefs.
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Money and 
Money Matters 
in Pre-modern 
South Asia
Edited by Susmita Basu 
Majumdar and S. K. Bose
Manohar, New Delhi, 2019. 
ISBN 978-93-88540-06-3, 
No. of pages: 292, Price: INR 
1650.00

After the sad 
demise of Nicholas 
G .  R h o d e s ,  a n 

eminent numismatist and coin collector who 
was a British national residing in Kolkata and 
has worked extensively on coins of Bengal, 
Assam and Nepal, a commemorative volume 
was planned way back in 2011. It took 7 
long years to bring out this much awaited 
publication. Both the editors of the volume 
were closely associated with Nicholas G. 
Rhodes and thus, they were keen to express 
their gratitude to Rhodes with the articles from 
best of the numismatists and historians with 
expertise in economic history. It also consists of 
a small section on Reminiscences by Joe Cribb, 
S. K. Bose and Susmita Basu Majumdar. The 
volume not only includes such stalwarts but 
also has two articles by budding scholars in 
the field to inspire new generation in pursuing 
numismatic studies.

There are thirteen different articles in 
the publication divided into four themes – 
‘Coins in Catalogues’ is the first theme which 
includes an excellent article by Helen Wang 
and Elizabeth Errington under the title ‘The 
British Museum Catalogues of Indian Coins’; 
the next theme is ‘On Coins’ which focuses 
on hard core numismatics containing seven 
articles by Devendra Handa, Wilfried Pieper, 
Susmita Basu Majumdar, S. K. Bose, Ashvini 
Agrawal, Sutapa Sinha and Danish Moin. 
Articles in this section are respectively ‘Śiva 

or Kārttikeya? A Case Study of Ujjain Coins’, 
‘The Image of the Sun God on Indo-Greek and 
Early Indian Coins and a New Interpretation 
of the Silver Types of Telephos’, ‘Kuƒinda 
Coins in the British Museum Collection : A 
Critical Analysis’, ‘So Called Billon Coins of 
Chandraketugarh’, ‘Chandragupta-Kum_-
radev# Type of Coins : Reconsidering the 
Title Lichchhavaya‰’, ‘Hitherto Unnoticed 
Coin Collections of the Bengal Sultans in 
Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge and National 
Museum of Scotland, Edinburgh, UK’, and 
‘Persian Inscriptions on Medieval Indian Coins 
with Special Reference to the Coins in the 
Cabinet of Assam State Museum, Guwahati’. 
The third theme i.e. ‘Monetary History and 
Beyond’ consists of two articles ‘The Monetary 
History of Early India : Distinctive Landmarks’ 
and 'Gujarat’s Maritime Trade and Alternative 
Moneys (c. 550-1300CE)' by K. M. Shrimali 
and Ranabir Chakravarti respectively; and the 
last one ‘On Coins, Medals, and Hoards’ has 
three articles by Rehan Ahamad, Smita Halder 
and Sandip Pan. These articles are – ‘A Brief 
History of the Coorg Medal’, ‘Kuras in Early 
Historic Deccan : A Numismatic Appraisal’ and 
‘Early Imperial Punch-marked Coin Hoards 
from Bihar : A Critical Analysis’. 

The book contains a complete bibliography 
of the works by N. G. Rhodes prepared by S. 
K. Bose. There are enlisted about 250 papers 
and books on numismatics, 26 Philatelic works, 
15 Reviews, 2 Obituaries and 2 publications on 
Tibetan Studies which show the wide range 
of scholarship of the Late N. G. Rhodes. The 
introduction of the book by Susmita Basu 
Majumdar briefly discusses the essence of 
each article included in the volume. This book 
is a welcome addition to the field of Indian 
Numismatics and Economic History.

Priyanku Chakraborty
R. L. Mitra Research Fellow,
The Asiatic Society, Kolkata
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P r o f e s s o r  B e l a 
Bhattacharya is an 
accredited scholar in 
the field of Buddhist 
Education. It appears 
from her works that 

she has dedicated in Buddhist scholarship and 
Buddhistic doctrine as professed by Buddha. 
Buddha’s life and dedicated nature have enthused 
innumerable scholars, devotees and religious 
aspirants that almost the whole of Asia, as if 
conquered by his ideology. It must be maintained 

New Book from Reader's Choice

Buddhist Education 
in India  by  Professor  
Bela  Bhattacharya, 
Rohini Nandan, 2019, 
Crown 4to, pp. 487,  
Price ` 1800

in this connection that the tolerance in Hinduism 
never created a bit of friction, not only that the 
most celebrated writer of Kusumanjali has equated 
Buddha with Siva, Brahman and Arhan. In his 
opinion all the deities are equated with Hari. It is 
also worth mentioning that the Buddhist Pithas are 
invariably situated very near the Hindu temples. 
It is for this reason that Buddhism is still deeply 
respected by almost all the Hindus. Pilgrims who go 
to Bodhgaya, Sarnath etc. pray silently, ‘it is mine and 
this is my holy place. I cherish the desire that I may 
come to this place again with fuller devotion and 
respect’. I pray, Professor Bela Bhattacharya may see 
her book, printed, published, praised and professed 
by the people at large.

Professor Sitanath Goswami
Formerly Professor and Head, 

Department of Sanskrit, Jadavpur University
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001.42
D 497 r

Devlin Ann Sloan, 1948- 
The Research experiences: 

planning, conducting and re-
porting research/Ann Sloan 
Devlin. - New Delhi: Sage, 2018.

xxiv, 480 p. : ill.; 24 cm. 
(77146) (1.11.17)

Appendix : p. 405-427
References: p. 443-457.
ISBN: 978-1-5063-2512-5: $ 

85.00 (pbk)    

No Lending
001.422
F 911 p

Frieman, Jerome
Principles and methods of 

statistical analysis/Jerome Frie-
man, Donald A. Saucier ²and³ 
Stuart S. Mller. ²Rep ed.³.- New 
Delhi: Sage, 2018.

xxix, 496p. ; 26 cm. (77149) 
(1.11.17)

First ed.: Thousand Oaks: 
Sage Publications, 2017.

Appendices: p. 444-476.
References : p. 477-481.
ISBN : 978-1-4833-5859-8 : 

$ 85.00 (hbk)

294.5436
S 252 v

Sastri, Vamadeva, Pandit 
Vedic yoga : the path of the 

rishi/Pandit Vamadeva Shastri 
(Vedacharya David Frawley); 

froword by Swami Veda Bhati:- 
1st Indian ed.- Delhi: Motilal 
Banarassidass, 2015.

362 p., ²5³ p. of plates: ill., 25 
cm. (76697) (14.3.17)

First published: Twin Lakes: 
Lotus Press, 

End notes : 311-340.
Appendices: p. 344.
ISBN: 978-81-208-3976-2: 

Rs. 745.00 (hbk)

294.5921209
C 495 m

Chatterjee, Sati
Messages from the Deep: the  

West encounters the Rig-Veda/
Sati Chatterjee.- Calcutta: The 
National Council of Education, 
Bengl, 2016.

xxvi, 259 p, plates, 22 cm. 
(77033) (21.6.17)

Frontis.
Facsims on plates.
Sanskrit verses with Eng-

lish trarslations.
Appendix : p. 219-232.
Bibliography: p. 233-247. 
ISBN: 978-93-84721-48-0: 

Rs. 650.00 (hbk)

301
D 489 t

The development of sociological 
theory : reading from the 

enlightenment to the present/
edited by A. Javier Trevino.- 
New Delhi : Sage, 2018.

xii, 535 p.; 26 cm. (77150) 
(1.11.17)

ISBN: 978-1-5063-0406-9: $. 
88.00 (pbk.)

303.4
S 384 s

Schuerkens, Ulrike
Social changes in a global 

world/ Ulrike Schuerkens.- New 
Delhi: Sage, 2017.

xiii, 253 p.; 25 cm. (77143) 
(1.11.17)

Annotated furthers readings 
and notes at end of chapters.

Bibliography: p. 215-250.
ISBN : 978-1-4739-3022-3 : 

£ 26.99 (pbk)

305.3
G 325 p

Gender and migration: femi-
nist interventions/edited by 

Ingrid Palmasy... ²et. al.³.- Lon-
don: Zed Books, 2010.  

iv, 245 p.; ill.; 23 cm.(76737) 
(17.3.17)

Bibliography: p. 215-235.
ISBN: 978-1-84813-410-2: £ 

70.00 (hbk.)

305.3094209031
A 529 g

Amussen, Susan Dwyer Gender, 
culture and politics in 

England, 1560-1640: turning 
the world upside down/ Su-
san D. Amussen and David 

Books accessioned during the last month
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E. Underdown.-London, New 
York: Bloomsbury Academic, 
2017.

xvi, 226p., plate: ill; 24 cm. 
(Culture of early Modern Eu-
rope) (77132) (1.11.17)

Notes- p. 165-194.
Bibliography : p. 195-219.
ISBN: 978-1-3500-2067-2 : £ 

85.00 (hbk.)

306.461
B 141 m

ed.3 
Baer, Hans A, 1945- 

Medical anthropology and 
the world system: critical per-
spectives/Hans A. Baer, Merrill 
Singer and Ida Susser.- 3rd 
ed..- Santa Barbara, Oxford : 
Praeger 2013.

xii, 521 p.; 24 cm. (77221) 
(13.11.17)

Bibliography: p. 435-497
ISBN: 978-1-4408-2915-4: 

£ 24.00  

306.77
G 325 b

Gender sexuality and intimacy 
: a contexts reader/edited by

Jodi O'Brien... ²et. al³.- New 
Delhi : Sage, 2018.

x, 3478 p. : ill maps, 26 cm. 
(77151) (1.11.17)

'Recommended resources' at 
end of chapters.

ISBN: 978-1-5063-5031-2: 
$50.00 (pbk.) 

RR
307.760202

S 129 h
The Sage Handbook of new 

urban studies/edited by

341.73
G 562 r

Global Peace and Harmony Con-
ference (GPHC-2013), (2013 
Sept. 21 : J.N.U. New Delhi)
World Peace through Indian 

wisdom /edited by C. Upender 
Rao.- Delhi : Eastern Book Link-
ers 2016.

xxiii, 439 p.: ill. ; 23 cm.
Bibliography, notes, refer-

ences and sources at end of 
chapters.

Hindi articles : p. 307-417.
ISBN: 978-81-7854-289-8: 

Rs. 1450.00 (hbk.)

342.1671
C 737 m

A Comparative principles of 
Western and Islamic con-

stitutional concepts/ editor: 
Derrick Miller.- London : Koros 
Press, 2015.

viii, 304 p. : ill. ; 24 cm. 
(76759) (17.3.17)

Bibliography: p. 301-302.
ISBN : 978-1-78163-415-8: £ 

110.00 (hbk.)

No Lending
362.1072
S 678 r
V.1 - 6   

Social Science methods in health 
research/series editors: 

Abraham Rudnick ²and³ Cheryl  
Forahuk.- New Delhi: Sage 
Refernce, 2017.

6 v.: ill.; 24 cm.- (Sage Fun-
damentals of Applied Research 
²FAR³) (77212-77215) (13.11.17)

'The first volume of the six- 
volume set divided into two 
parts. Part-1 in volume I-III 

John Hannigan and Greg Rich-
erds.- New Delhi : Sage refer-
ence, 2017.

xxi, 585 p. : ill., maps, 26 cm. 
(77163) (6.11.17)

References at end of chap-
ters.

ISBN: 978-1-4129-1265-5: £ 
120.00 (hbk.) 

327.541
L 863 d 

Look East to act East policy: 
implications for India's North-
east/edited by Gurudas Das 
²and³ C. Joshua Thomas.- 

-1st South Asia ed.- Abing-
don, New York: Routledge, 
2016.

xvii, 252 p. : maps; 23 cm. 
(76394) (26.10.16)

Notes at end of Chapters.
ISBN: 978-1-138-66756-3: Rs. 

895.00 (hbk.)  

338.740951
B 881 C

Brown, Rajeswary Ampalavan-
er, 1943- The Chinese and 

Indian corporate economics: 
a comparative history of their 
search to economic renaissance 
and globali zation/Rajeswasi 
Ampalavanar Brown.- London, 
New York: Routledge, 2017.

xxii, 471 p: maps; 24 cm.-
(Routladge Studies in the 
Growth Economies of Asis; 135). 
(77165)(6.11.17)

Notes at end of chapters.
Bibliography: p. 455-466. 
ISBN: 978-1-138-92988-3: £. 

135.00 (hbk.)
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(Rudnick & Forchuk, 2017) and 
Part 2 is volume IV-VI (Forchuk 
& Rudrick, 2017)... :' Introduc-
tion (v.1)

Appendix of sources at pre-
liminry pages. (v.1)

Literature cited, notes and 
references at end of chapters.

Contents: V.1 Foundations 
of Social Science methods/vol-
ume  editors: Josephine Ma-
clntosh, Abraham Rudnick 
²and³ Cheryl Forchuk - V.2. 
Social Science methods in basic 
biomedical research/editor: 
Abraham Rudnick, Josephine 
Maclntosh ²and³ Cheryl For-
chuk - V.3. Social Science meth-
ods in clinical research/ volume 
editors: Abraham Rudnick, 
Cheryl Forchuk ²and³ Jose-
phine Maclntosh.- V.4. Social 
Science methods in Health 
Organizations Research/ vol-
ume editors: Cheryl Forchuk  
Amy Wuest ²and³ Abraham 
Rudnick.V.5. Social Science 
methods in Health systems 
Research/ volume editors: Amy 
Wuest, Cheryl Forchuk ²and³ 
Abraham Rudnick .- V.6. So-
cial Science methods in Public 
Health Research/Cheryl For-
chuk Amy Wuest ²and³ Abra-
ham Rudnick.

ISBN: 978-93-860-6201-7: 
Rs. 32,000.00 (set of 6 vols.)

No Lending
370.1

P 568 s
V.1-5

P h i l o s o p h y  o f  E d u c a -
tion II :  major themes

 in education/ edited by Richard 

Smith .- London, New York: 
Routledge, 2015

5 v. ; 24 cm.-(Major Themes 
in Education). (77133-77137) 
(1.11.17)

Chronological table at Pre-
liminary pages. (v.1)

Notes and references at end 
of chapters.

ISBN: 978-0-415-83009-6:  £ 
1025.00 (Set of 5 vols.)

No Lending
410.18

S 995 m
V. 1-5

Systemic functional linguis-
tics: critical concepts in 

linguistics/edited by J.R. Martin 
and Y.J. Doran.- London, New 
York: Routledge, 2015.

5 v.: ill.; 24 cm.- (Criical 
concepts in Linguistics).

Chronological table at pre-
liminary pages (v.1).

Notes and references at end 
of chapters.

Contests: v.1. Grammatics  
-v.2. Grammatical descrip-
tions - v.3. Around Grammar: 
phonology, discourse semantics 
and multimodality- v.4. Con-
text: register and genre- v.5. 
Language in education. (77138-
77142) (1.11.17)

ISBN : 978-0-415-73700-0 : 
£ 1050.00 (set of 5 vols.)

                  
R.R.

415.9202
c 178 h

The Cambridge handbook of mor-
phology/edited by Andrew 

Hippisley and Gregory Stump.- 
C a m b r i d g e :  C a m b r i d g e 

University Press, 2016.
xii, 866 p. ; 26 cm.- (Cam-

bridge Handbooks in Lan-
guage and linguistics). (77144) 
(1.11.17)

References at end of Chap-
ters.

ISBN : 978-1-107-03827-1: £ 
99.99 (hbk.)

610.94011
C466 p

Chapman. Allan
Physicians, plagues and 

progress : the history of Western 
medicine from antiquity to anti-
biotics/Allan Chapman.- Oxford: 
Lion Hudson, 2016.

xxx, 513 p.: ill.; 24 cm. 
(76973) (19.5.17)

Appemdix : p. 457-461.
Notes : p. 462-469.
Further reading: p. 470-504.
ISBN: 978-0-7459-6895-7: £ 

20.00 (hbk.)

No Lending
726.10654

K 19 c
Katakam, Ramu

Cosmic dance in stone/ 
Ramu Katakam; photography 
by Joginder Singh ²and³ Clare 
Arni; foreword by Arthur Duff.- 
New Delhi: Niyogi Books, 2017.

238 p., Coloured plates: 
coloured maps; 30 cm. (77076) 
(17.10.17)

Frontis.
cliefly illustrated.
Bibliography: p. 223.
ISBN: 978-93-85285-54-7: 

Rs. 3000.00 (hbk.)
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No Lending
809.9113
C 178 m

The Cambridge history of post 
modern literature/²edited 

by³ Brian Mchale ²and³ Len 
Platt.- New York:- Cambridge 
University Press, 2017.

xiv, 539 p.; 24 cm.(77148) 
(1.11.17)

First published, 2016.
Note at end of chapters.
ISBN: 978-1-107-14027-1: £ 

148.00 (hbk.)

820.93559
B 789 h

Boyce, Charlotte
(A) History of food in lit-

erature : from the fourteenth 
century to to present/ Charlotte 

Boyce and Joan Fitzpatrick.- 
London, New York: Routledge, 
2017.

vii, 313 p.; 24 cm. (77158) 
(1.11.17)

Notes and references at end 
of Chapters.

ISBN: 978-0-415-84052-1: £ 
24.99 (pbk.)

828.9144
T 128 s

Tagore, Rabindranath, 1961-
1941 ²Works Selections.³
Shades of difference : se-

lected works of Rabindranath 
Tagore with Audio Visual mate-
rial Tagore and his word/edited 
by Radha Chakravarty.- New 
Delhi: Social Science Press, 
2015

xvi, 294 p., plates: ill.; 25 cm. 
+ 1 DVD- ROM (4 3/4 in) (76380)         
(26.10.16)

Sketches on linning paper.
ISBN : 978-93-83166-084: 

Rs 850.00 (hbk.)

863.64
B 687 b

Roberto Bolano as World lit-
erature/edited by Nicholas

Birns and Juan E. De Castro.- 
New Delhi: Bloomsbury Aca-
demic, 2017.

viii, 229 p.; 24 cm.- ( Laitera-
ture as world literature) (77155) 
(1.11.17)

Works cited at end of chap-
ters.

ISBN: 978-1-5013-1606-7: £ 
88.00 (hbk.)

Hindi Section
Hin
110

T 623 t
Tivari, Kedar nath

Tattvamimamsa evam 
Jñanamimamsa = Metaphysics 
and Epistemology/ Kedarnath 
Tivari.- 6th rev. Rep. ed. - Delhi: 
Motilal Banarsidas, 2017.

x, 377 p.; 22 cm (H 7169) 
(6.12.18)

1st Published 1982
ISBN : 978-81-208-3175-9: 

Rs. 215.00

Hin
128.2

B 575 p
Bhaiya

Premprabaha/ Bhaiyaa.- 
Kolkata: Ananda ghana kripa 

Sangha, 1996.
308 p.; 23 cm (B 15049) 

(10.12.18)
Rs. 100.00

Hin
150

S 617 a
Singha, Arun Kumar

Adhunic asâmânya manov-
ijnana = Modern abnormal 
psychology/Arun Kumar Sing-
ha.- 7th revised and enlarged 
ed.- Delhi : Motilal Banarasidas, 
2016.

xviii, 678 p.; 24 cm. (S 7125) 
(6.8.18)

1st Published 2001
ISBN: 978-81-208-22238: 

Rs. 445.00

Hin
150

S 617 m
Singh, Arun Kumar

Manovijñana, S_majœâstra-
tatha $iks_ mein sodha vi-
dhiya„= Research mathods in 
psychology Sociology and educa-
tion/ Arun Kumar Singha.- 12 th 
revised and enlarged ed. - Delhi: 
Motilal Banarsidas, 2015.

xviii, 492 p. 25 cm. (H 7132)
Firstp published 1992
ISBN: 978-81-208-2410: Rs. 

325.00

Hin
150.195
T 623 d  

Tivari, Banarasidas
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Daihik Manovijnana = Phys-
iological Psychology/ Banarasi-
das Tivari and Anupamnath 
Tripathi; edited by Lal Bachan 
Tripathi.- 3rd rev Rep ed.- Del-
hi: Motilal Banarasidas, 2017.

429 p.; 22 cm.
ISBN: 978-81-208-2408-9: 

Rs. 275.00

Hin
170

J 59 a
Jha, Aniruddha

Acharsastra ke m@l sid-
dhanta/ Aniruddha Jha and 
Ramnandan Mishra.- 4 th Repr. 
ed.- Delhi: Motilal Banarasidas, 
2017.

xiv, 262 p.; 22 cm. (H 7167) 
(6.12.18)

ISBN: 978-81-208-2799-8 
Rs.100.00

Hin
170

M 678 n
Mishra, Nityananda

Neetisastra : Siddhanta 
aur Vyavahara/ Nityananda 
Mishra.- 2nd rev. Repr. ed. - 
Delhi: Motilal Banarasidas, 
2017.

xxi 572 p. ; 22 cm. (H 7165) 
(6.12.18)

1st Published 2004.
ISBN: n978-81-208-2716-5: 

Rs. 395.00
Hin

181.043
N 225 b

Narendradeva Acharaya
Bouddhadharama- darsha-

na/ Acharya Narendradeva.- 
8th Repr. ed.- Delhi : Motilal 

Banarasidas, 2017.
lxxxii, 690 p.; 24 cm. (H 

7181) (7.12.18)
1s ed 1956
ISBN: 978-81-208-3507-8 : 

Rs. 795

Hin
181.4

L 193 s
Lal, Basanta Kumar

Samakalin Bharatiya dar-
shan/ Basanta Kumar Lal.- 8th 
Repr. ed. - Delhi: Motilal Bara-
nasidas, 2013.

xx, 405 p.; 22 cm
1st Published 1912.
ISBN: 978-81-208-2231-3: 

Rs. 445.00

Hin
181.4

T 623 b
Tivari, Naresh Prasad

Bharatiya darshan evem-
paschatya darsan/Naresh pras-
ad Tivari.- 3rd revised and 
enlarged ed.- Delhi: Motilal 
Banarasidas, 2012.

xi, 289 p.; 22 cm. (S 7128) 
(6.8.18)

First published 2006
ISBN: 978-81-208-3153-7: 

Rs. 345.00

Hin
181.42
S 615 b

Sinha, Nilima
Bharatiya jñanamia<sa/

Nilima Sinha .- 2nd revised 
and enlarged ed.- Delhi: Motilal 
Banarasidas, 2016.

xxv, 346 p.; 22 cm. (S 7124) 
(6.8.18)

ISBN: 978-81-208-3064-6: 
Rs. 245.00

Hin
294.363
S 617 d

Singh, Tejpal
Dharma ke  va i jñanik 

Goutam Buddha (jiban our dar-
shan)/Tejpal Singh and Vedpala 
Singha. - Delhi: Buddhist world 
Press, 2018.

119 p.; 22 cm. (H 7119) 
(16.7.18)

ISBN: 9789380852768: Rs. 
130.00

 Hin
294.5

S 615 d
Sinha, Harendra Prasad

Dharma Darshan ki r@pa 
rekha = An outline of Philoso-
phy of religion/Harendra Prasad 
Sinha.- 12 th rev. ed.- Delhi: 
Motilal Banarasidas, 2017.

xxiii, 173 p.; 22 cm. (H 7177) 
(7.12.18)

1st ed. 1962
ISBN: 978-81-208-2290-

0:Rs. 275.00 

Hin
294.54
B 575 b

2 v
Bhaiya

Bhabsudha/Bhaiya.- Cal-
cutta: Ananda ghana kripa 
Sangha, 1996.

2v.  (400+400p.) ;  23cm 
(B15046) (10.12.18)

Rs. 100.00 (per vol)
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Hin
294.551309

D 613 i
Dvivedi, Jñananjaya

Isvarapratyabhijñavima-
rsini: ek darsanik adhyayan/
Jnananjaya Dvivedi.- New 
Delhi: Classical Publishing 
com, 2017.

x, 238 p.; 23 cm (H 7164)
ISBN: 978-81-7054-621-4: 

Rs.600.00

Hin
306.74209343

V 996 g
Vyas, Ekata

Gaƒikâe< evam vil_sit_: 
prachina M_lav_: 6th satabdi 
isa p@rva se 6th sadi isvi taka/ 
Ekata Vyas.- Delhi: B.R. Pub-
lishing, 2017.

xvi, 223 p.; 16 p. of pls: Map; 
24 cm. (H 7118) (16.7.18)

Includes biblographed refer-
ences.

ISBN: 978-9386-22-3357: 
Rs. 995.00

Hin
417.70954
S 131 bh

Sahay, Sivswarup
Bharatiya puralekho„ k_ 

addhyayah = Studies in An-
cieut Indian inscriptions/ by 
Sivswarup Sahay.- rev 3rd ed. 
-  Delhi : Motilal Banarsidas, 
2014.

xii, 429 p.; 22 cm (H 7174) 
(6.12.168)

ISBN: 978-81-208-2203-0: 
Rs. 425.00

Hin
615.537

V 126 a. p
Vagbhata

A%[_ñga h\dayam/V_gb-
hata; with Hindi commentary 
and comprehensive Hindi ex-
position by Gyanendra Pan-
dey.- Varanasi: Chowkhamba 
Sanskrit Series Office 2008. 

xxii, 602 p.; 24cm..- (Ba-
naras Ayurveda Series; 46) (S 
7180) (7.12.18)

ISBN: 978-81-7080-261-x: 
Rs. 425.00

Hin
617.60954

P 188 b
 Pandeya, Jñanendra

Bharatiya dantavijñana 
(Ayurvediya mukha-danta roga 
chikitsa paddhati = Indian 
dental Science) (Ayurvedic Den-
tistry).- Jnanandra Pandeya. 
-Delhi: Pratibha Prakashoni, 
2018.

314 p.; 22 cm. (H 7724) 
(19.2.19)

ISBN: 978-81-7702-418-0: 
Rs. 995.00

Hin
737-4954
R 215 pr.

Rao, Rajavanta
P r a c h i n  B h a r a t i y a 

mudraye„/Rajavanta Rao and 
Pradip Kumar Rao.- 4th Repr. 
ed.- Delhi: Motilal Banarasidas, 
2016.

252 p.: 23 pg of pls; 22 cm. 
(H 7175) (7.12.18)

ISBN: 978-81-208-2372-3: 
Rs. 245.00

Hin
737.4954
S 131 pr

Sahâya, Sivswar@p
Prachin Bharatiya sikke = 

Ancient Indian coins/ Sivswarup 
Sahaya.- Rev and end ed.- Delhi: 
Motilal Banarsidas, 2016.

428 p.; 22 cm (H 7184) 
(7.12.18)

ISBN: 978-81-208-2930-5: 
Rs. 25500

Hin
737.4954
U 65 p

Up_dhyaya, Vasudeva
P r _ c h i n  B h a r a t i y a 

mudraye„ by Vasudeva Upad-
hyaya.- 2nd Rev. ed.- Delhi: 
Motilal Banarsidas, 1997.

xviii, 229 p: 7 pg of pls; 22 
cm. (H 7163) (6.12.18)

ISBN: 978-81-208-2370-9: 
Rs. 260.00

Hin
891.21
K 14 r.l

Kalidasa
Raghuva<aœa; with Hindi 

translation by Raja Laxman 
Sinha.- Sl: Muralidhar, 1878.

551p.; 25 cm. (4008)

Hin
922.0954
S 617 m

Singhal, Brajendrakumar
Mirabai: Pramanik jibani 

eva< mul padavali/ Brajendra 
Kumar Singhal.- 2nd revised 
ed.- Kolkata. Bharatiya Vidya 
Mandir, 2012.

581 p. ; 23 cm. (H 7131) 
(6.8.18)
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Hin
922.0954
S 961 n

Su\isvra Vijaya Vallabha 
Navayuga nirmata (Sri Vi-

jayananda Suri  Sri Atmaramji 
Maharayki jivangatha)/Vijaya 
Vallabha Surisvara; edited by 
Hamsaraj.- Repr. ed.- Delhi: 
Atmananda Jaina sabha, 1956.

xxvii, 451 p.; 25 cm.(H 7170) 
(6.12.10)  

Hin
928.0954
D 583 j

Dinkar our Rastriyata ke 
n a y a _ y _ m / e d i t e d  b y 

Jitendra. Jitansu; edited by 
Satya Upadhaya (Tivari).- New 
Delhi.: Sadinama Prakashan, 
2018.

viii, 182 p. ; 22 cm. (B 15024) 
(27.8.18)

ISBN: 978-93-82347-11-8: 
Rs. 200.00

Hin
928.0954
M 278 s

Manirujjaman M.
Sadhak kabi Lalan Kal ut-

tarkal me„/M. Manirujjaman; 
edited and revised by Jitendra 
Jitansu; Hindi translation by 
Narendra kumar Sharma... 
²etal³.- Kolkata: Sadinama Pra-
kashan, 1917.

xxviii, 204 .p. ;ill; 22 cm. (B 
15025) (27.8.18)

ISBN: 978-93-82347-10-1: 
Rs. 135.00

Hin
934

M 234 p.g
Majumdar, Rameshchandra

Prachin Bharat/ translated 
into Hindi by Parameswarilal 
Gupta; edited by Visuddhanan-
da Pathak.- 2nd rev. Repr. 
ed.- Delhi: Motilal Banarasidas, 
2002.

xx, 480 p.: 19 pls; 22 cm. (H 
7178) (7.12.18)

1st published 1962
Rs. 220.00

Hin
940.2

P 189 m
Pandeya, Dhanapati

Madyaklin Europe/ Dha-
napati Pandeya.- 4th Repr. 
ed.- Delhi: Motilal Banarasidas, 
2016.

405 p. ; 22 cm. (H 7173) 
(6.12.18)

ISBN: 978-81-208-2060-9: 
Rs. 295.00

 Hin
954

D 988 s
Dvivedi ,  Dhananjay Vas-

udev Sanskritasahitya 
mein parya-varanchetana/ 
Dhananjaya Vsudev Dnive-
di.- Delhi: Srikrishna Sahitya 
Sadan, 2012.

xiv, 183 p.; 23 cm. (S 7137)
ISBN: 978-81-907223-4-6: 

Rs. 500

Hin
954

S 617 b
Singh, Tarakesvr Prasad

Bharatiya itihasa ka ojhal 
pakshan/Tarakesvar Prasad 
Singh.-Delhi.: Priya Sahitya 
Sadan, 2012.

xx, 408p.; 22 cm.(H 7228) 
(22.2.19)

ISBN: 978-81-86705-41-2: 
Rs.750.00

Hin
954.0234
R 627 k 

Rizvi, Atahar Abbas
Khalji kalin Bharat = His-

tory of the Khaljis (1260-1320)/ 
Atahar Abbas Rizvi; with a 
Foreword by Muhammad Ha-
bib.- Alighar: Alighar Univer-
sity, 1955.

229 + 15; 22cm.- (Publica-
tions of the Dept ofr History, 
Aligarh Muslim University; no. 
8) (1639)

Hin
954.2

S 774 f
Srigopal Dinmani

Fatehpur- parichay = His-
tory of Fatehpur Shekhawati/ 
Srigopal Dinmani; with Preface 
by Bhupendhra nath Dutta.- 
Calcutta: The Authar, 1945.

xxiii, 214: ill : map; 18 cm.
About five hundred years up 

to date Rs. 5.00








